CHECKLIST

7 Reasons to Choose a
Composable Infrastructure

If you want to keep ahead of your competition, you need to be able to accelerate time to market and develop new applications
when the idea first arises—not after the competition already has its second version of a product out. How can you do so while
having the resources you need at your fingertips without overpaying for them?
Composable infrastructure is the answer. With the help of a programmable and software-defined composable infrastructure
like HPE Synergy, offered through our partnership with Hewlett Packard Enterprise, you can access, configure, and reconfigure
your pooled resources, like HPE SimpliVity, powered by Intel® Xeon® processors, as needed for your workflows. Once you’re
done utilizing the resources, they’re placed back into the pool for their next use.
Are you ready to reduce operational complexity and thrive in a technology-centric world? Use this checklist to see if your
company needs composable infrastructure.
 N
 eed to deploy an IT infrastructure that better supports legacy apps and enables standing up new
cloud-based apps faster
Need an IT infrastructure that can grow with ease to support Big Data and the Internet of Things
Need to reduce overprovisioning of siloed resources while increasing speed, control, and efficiency
Need to automatically optimize any application
Need to accelerate IT services delivery
Need to integrate and automate infrastructure operations and applications
Need to reduce CAPEX and lower operating costs
If you answered yes to any of these items, chances are you’re ready for HPE Synergy.
Contact us to make your move to HPE Synergy or give us a call at (210) 979-0380.
Möbius Partners, a minority-owned company, is a Hewlett Packard Enterprise Platinum partner that specializes in the delivery
of Hybrid IT solutions along with technical expertise for our customers. At Möbius, we provide our clients with the most
advanced and strategic technologies available to help them innovate, transform, and deliver positive business outcomes. We
specialize in five practice areas: Security, Cloud Integration, Operational Excellence, Converged Systems, and Big Data.
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